
Chris’   Light   Story   

If   you   have   read   my   energy   story,   you   will   have   learned   about   my   engagement   with   Pure   Harvest   
Corporate   Group   and   getting   renewable   energy   integrated   into   their   facility.   What   we   learned   
about   the   process   is   that   a   better   solution   for   lighting   was   needed   in   order   to   solve   the   energy   
problem.     

  
The   cannabis   industry   was   already   moving   toward   LED   lighting   for   early   growth   stages,   but   
skepticism   remained   high   as   a   solution   for   the   later   growth   stages   (Flowering).   The   key   factor   that   
relates   light   with   energy   is   that   a   ‘light   emitting   diode   -   LED)   requires   direct   current   electricity   to   
achieve   illumination.     

  
In   order   for   the   LED   to   become   powered   up   in   our   modern   grid,   a   ‘driver’   is   connected   to   the   
lighting   fixture   to   convert   the   ‘plug   in’   to   the   alternating   current   outlet   to   the   DC   requirement   of   the   
light.   

  
There   are   three   factors   that   make   for   an   outstanding   cultivation   light.     

● Spectrum   
● Intensity   
● Climate   Support   (heat/heat   mitigation)   

  
It   has   been   said   about   high   yield   cultivation   (3+   lbs   per   16   square   foot   /   light)   that   once   spectrum   
and   intensity   have   been   achieved,   if   yields   are   low,   it   is   an   operator   issue.   When   the   lighting   
changes,   everything   else   changes.   That   is   to   say   -   LED   lights   produce   much   less   heat   than   an   
HID   fixture.   70%   of   the   energy   used   by   an   HID   lamp   is   represented   in   heat   -   the   least   efficient   
heat   source   available.     

  
The   cultivator   must   adjust   the   climate   to   a   lower   heat   signature.   This   also   means   keeping   tabs   on   
water   /   nutrition   uptake.   Our   3   years   of   intensive   LED   study   now   lead   us   to   believe   that   it   will   take   
two   to   three   crop   rotations   for   a   cultivator   to   learn   and   adjust   to   the   nuances   of   the   LED   
environment.     

  
We   commenced   our   first   tests   at   a   local   licensed   cannabis   facility   with   a   room   of   20   lamps.   We   
were   able   to   produce   a   higher   yield   per   lamp   than   their   previous   harvests.   However,   the   growers   
did   not   keep   tabs   on   room   temps   and   other   issues.   We   also   came   to   learn   that   this   facility   had   a   
history   of   WPM   issues.   Internal   issues   caused   us   to   pull   our   lamps   from   the   facility.     

  
Over   the   course   of   time   we   were   able   to   connect   with   over   12   different   LED   manufacturers.   Our   
quest   was   to   have   a   48vdc   fixture   at   600   watts   or   less.   Again,   spectrum   is   an   easy   fix.   It’s   intensity   
at   low   wattages   that   is   the   challenge.   We   tested   4   different   fixtures   from   a   US   company.   2   Finnish   
fixtures,   and   6+   from   various   Chinese   manufacturers.     

  
What   we   learned   was   this:   There   are   two   distinct   strategies   with   growing   with   LED’s.   Due   to   the   
fact   that   the   LED   fixture   puts   off   very   little   heat,   a   cultivation   facility   can   stack   tiers   of   grow   decks   
together   -   vertical   cannabis   farming.   LED   fixtures   can   be   placed   as   close   as   6   inches   off   the   

  



  
  

canopy   without   creating   heat   or   light   burn.   As   a   matter   of   fact,   close   canopy   placement   is   ideal   for   
LED   bar   lights   due   to   the   deeper   light   penetration   into   the   canopy.     

  
A   second   strategy   is   the   one   which   replaces   one-for-one   fixtures   higher   above   the   canopy.   We   
have   only   seen   success   with   this   strategy   with   optics   -   Diodes   that   have   a   lens   over   them   to   
amplify   and   direct   the   light.   Several   companies   stand   out   as   having   mastered   this   application.   
However,   the   tendency   is   to   increase   wattage   to   over   1,200   watts   per   fixture.   This   is   in   direct   
conflict   with   what   local   utility   companies   and   state   MED’s   are   trying   to   accomplish.   The   idea   is   to   
lessen   the   demand   impact   on   the   grid   that   cannabis   companies   induce,   not   increase   it.     

  
We   are   now   seeing   companies   hit   over   4   pounds   of   dry   weight   per   lamp   in   a   four   foot   by   four   foot   
layout   using   700   watts   of   energy.   This   is   almost   half   of   what   a   conventional   HID   fixture   uses;   
including   heat   mitigation.     

  
So   my   passion   to   find   the   lowest   wattage   cultivation   lamp   led   to   creating   Sun   Light   Research   and   
Testing,   LLC.   There   are   two   huge   restraining   factors   for   cultivators   to   overcome   when   converting   
to   LED   lighting.   Earlier   I   wrote   that   it   takes   two   to   three   grow   cycles   for   a   cultivator   to   dial   in   the   
conditions   and   nuances   when   growing   with   LED   lighting.   For   a   cultivation   facility   to   convert   all   
their   lighting   to   LED’s   is   a   huge   investment   and   a   huge   risk.   Most   facilities   will   only   change   if   they   
can   have   successful   results   in   a   test   environment.     

  
For   a   cannabis   facility   to   do   a   test,   a   flower   room   (their   money   room)   must   be   set   aside   for   the   test.   
If   the   room   is   an   HID   room   producing   2.5   pound   per   light   and   they   experience   a   first   LED   round   
with   only   2   pound   per   light,   this   can   add   up   to   tens   of   thousands   of   dollars   in   losses.   Furthermore,   
the   cultivation   facility   may   need   to   test   various   spectrum   which   can   take   copious   amounts   of   time   
-   18   -   24   months.   The   second   issue   is   not   if   the   LED   lighting   will   work,   rather   if   the   grower   can   
learn   the   new   techniques   for   LED   growing.     

  
I   envisioned   and   created   the   Research   and   Testing   facility   so   that   growers   can   use   our   space   to   
test   lighting   fixtures   while   at   the   same   time   learn   the   processes.   This   can   then   be   done   without   
risk   of   revenue   losses   during   the   trial   periods.     

  
My   ongoing   research   will   include   ultra   low   wattage   grow   applications   (<350   watts   per   flower   
fixture),   intensive   ultraviolet   tests   -   Low   UV   A   into   UB   B   range,   Intensive   CO2   +   Light   nuance   
combinations   and   other   critical   process   tests.     

  
Keep   informed   about   our   goings-on   and   how   we   are   ‘growing   at   the   speed   of   light’,   at:   

  
www.sunlightresearchandtesting.com   

  
Chris   

  
  
  

http://www.sunlightresearchandtesting.com/

